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ABSTRACT

In the piercing horizontal channel of the Dalat nuclear research

reactor a 98cm long silicon filter has been installed for producing

quasi-monoenergetic neutrons of 55 keV and 144keV . The flux

intensities of the neutron beams are 4* 10*5 n/cmz.s (55 keV) and

1.2 x 10 n /cm .s < 144 keV). Filtered neutron beams are being

utilized for the. measurements of the resonance-averaged nuclear

parameters. In the first experiments aiming partly at testing the

adequacy of the experimental conditions total neutron cross-sections

have been measured by transmission technique for U-238 and C-12

target nuclei. The data for U-238 obtained with the accuracy of

about 1% were compared with the evaluated EHDF/B-IV data and the

results of recent experimental works.



1/ Introduction

Since the pioneer work of Sympson and his co-workers , neutron

transnission filters have been successfully used to produce

quasi-monoenergetic neutrons for nuclear physics experiments. These

experiments yield information <̂p the nuclear parameters averaged

over a large number of neutron resonance states. It is these

averaged values which are either of physical significance or needed

as nuclear data for the various neutron physics applications.This

advantage along with the simplicity of the experimental technique

attracts the interest of nuclear physicists, and in some cases,

filtered neutron technique is the best choice when dealing with

the task of monochromatization of white neutron spectra.

At the Dalat nuclear research reactor (Dalat, Vietnam) the

neutron flux at the piercing horizontal beam port is 6 xlO n/cn . s,

and about one tenth of which are epithermal neutrons. A 98 cm long

silicon single crystal installed in the channel provides a well

collimated beam of thermal neutrons as well as of neutrons of 55 keV

and 144 keV. The flux intensities and the quality of the filtered

neutron beams are adequate for a number of experiments, enabling

the Oalat Nuclear Research Center with very limited budgetary

capability to enlarge the reactor utilization activities by

embarking on the field of nuclear data research.

Another single crystal silicon filter has been installed also in

the tangential beam tube to produce well collimated and high purity

thermal neutron beam for prompt gamma-neutron activation analysis,

neutron radiography and for calibration measurements by using

thermal neutron data as references. A detailed description of that
ro-i

thermal neutron beam and its applications was given in Kef. .

2/ Filtered neutron beam characteristios.

Being abundant in fast and epithernal neutrons, the piercing

horizontal beam tube is nost suitable for producing quasi-

monoenergetic neutron in the intermediate-neutron energy region by

using neutron filters. A silicon filter has been installed in the



bean tube for this purpose (Fig.l). There are several reasons for

starting our program with silicon filter: it is inexpensive,

available with high purity as silicon single crystal and it can

generate a beam with very little neutron background from other

energies and little photon radiation. A 98cm long single crystal of

silicon has been used, which transmits thermal neutrons as well as

neutrons of 144keV and 55keV with the flux intensities and FHHH's

shown in Table I

Neutron

Table I.

Filtered neutron beam characteristics.

Filter nombinatinn Flux density (n/c»2.s) EMHH

Thermal

Epithermal

Thermal

144keV

55keV

none

none

6 x 10

7 x 107

98cnSi + lOcmTi + 50g/cn2S

98cmSi +10cmTi+ 0.4cm B4

98caSi + 50g/cmZS + 0.4cn B

1.8

1.2

* 10

x.107

10"

22keV

8keV

Fig.2 shows the pulse-height distribution of recoil protons

measured with the hydrogen proportional counter SUM-38. The

764keV peak of the total energy of (n,p) reaction with thermal

neutron on He-3 introduced into the counter as a gas component

served as reference energy. The energy spectrum of the filtered

neutron bean (Fig. 3) was obtained by differentiating the recoil

proton energy distribution of Fig.2. The FHHM of the 144keV and

5SkeV lines are 24keV and 8keV respectively. To obtain single line

spectra (quasi-monoenergetic neutrons), additional selective

absorbers were used (Table I). The flux intensities of

quasi-monoenergetic neutrons shown in Table I were measured at 25cm

from the beam port outlet by activation of /m-foils•

3/ Total neutron cross-section neasuroments

Measurements of the averaged neutron cross-sections were the

first experiments done with quasi-monoenergetic neutrons. U-238



and C-12 were chosen as targets n̂ such experiments.The measurements

with C-12 target were ained at checking the adequacy of the

experimental conditions by comparing the results with the literature

data. In the case of U-238, although the accuracy of the

experimental cross-sections in the energy range above lOkeV were

claimed to be 1-ZZ, the difference in the data measured by different

authors is such that the actual uncertainty of these values would be
F41

higher (see e.g. Ref. ).

The averaged total neutron cross-sections were measured by

neutron transmission technique. For a target of thickness x, the

experimental total neutron cross-section is determined by the

formula:

&y = - (1/PX> Ln T (1)

where p is the concentration of target nuclei and T is the neutron

transmission defined experimentally as :

(.<*> - </*>
T = ( 2 >

where 4>o and <P are the neutron count rates of the incident and

transmitted beams, 4>oh and 4>b are the corresponding backgrounds.

Mathematically, the neutron transmission T is given by the formula:

J exp t-PX ct <E>] f(E) d(E)

T = <4>

J f(E) dE

with o>t(E) - total neutron cross section at energy E, and

f(E> - energy distribution function of incident neutrons.

In the case of infinitely thin target (x ~* 0), we have

} a (E> f(E> d(E>

ct - , (4)
} f<E) dE



As f(E) varies more slowly with E than o-t(E), the averaging in

(4) can be further simplified as :

ct - ( 1 / A E ) / ^ cr <E> dE . (5>

i.e. when x -> 0 the experimental value &t will approach the

averaged total neutron cross-section, oj '* <c'l
>•

In the experiments, the incident and transmitted neutron fluxes

4>o and <t> were determined by a detection system consisting of a

cylindrical boron absorber (85Z enriched in B-10) and a

HpGe-detector counting the 480keV gamma rays from the B(n.aj')

reaction. The detector was properly shielded with lead and borated

paraffin against scattered neutrons and prompt gamma-rays other than

the above mentioned 480keV.

The backgrounds <P., 4> . determined by intercepting the neutron
O OD

beams by a 10cm long polyethylene absorber were approximately 1Z of

the neutron fluxes <t> and <po • The target samples were prepared in the

form of pellets or cylinders with diameter of 18mm (while the

diameter of the incident neutron beam was 10mm). Nuclear-grade

graphite and metallic depleted uranium with 0,22Z U-235 were used in

preparing the target samples.

Results and discussions.

For a given target thickness the incident and transmitted neutron

fluxes were measured alternatively in many cycles in order to

minimize the influence of the reactor neutron flux fluctuation. The

experimental errors were associated almost with the determination of

the area under the 480keV photopeak.

For C-12 the 2.5mm thick graphite pellet could be regarded as

thin target and the transmission experiments yield directly the

total neutron cross-section. Our obtained results :

»t = 4.37 * 0.15 h for SSLeV neutrons

= 4.28 * 0.013 b for 144keV neutrons



are in good agreement with the experinental data obtained by the

sane filtered neutron technique

and 4.309 * 0.018 b (144keV)>.

sane filtered neutron technique ^3] < o-t = 4.497 * 0.089 b (55keV)

In the case of U-238, the experinental cross-sections defined by

Bq.(l) are not identical to the average total neutron cross-section

and slightly vary with the thickness of the target due to the

self-shielding effect. In Fig.4 the experimental cross-sections are

presented versus the target thicknesses for 55keV and 144keV

neutrons. At these energies the self-shielding effect is rather

weak, and the thickness dependence of the experinental cross
ro*|

sections can be expressed by a linear function :

Cj = «"x> - ax . (6)

The averaged total neutron cross-sections <°"t> can be obtained by

extrapolating the experinental cross-sections to zero target

thickness. The fitting procedure has yielded the results:

«?t> = (13.31 * 0.11)b, a = (0.026 * 0.002) b/nn for 55keV neutrons,

<»t> = (11.52 * 0.1)b, a = (0.0044* 0.0005>b/nn for 144keV neutrons.

which are in very- good agreement with the results obtained in

Ref.[3] (lmm of U- 238 is equivalent to 0.0473 nucl./barn). The

experinental errors are about IX and could be further reduced by

increasing the nunber of neasuring cycles. Table II shows the

conparison of experinental and evaluated cross-sections. For 55

keV neutrons the result of this work and of Ref. arc higher than

that of Ref neasured with neutrons fron T(p,n)sHe reaction as

well as the ENDF/B-IV value. Meanwhile, at 144keV energy our

result confirns the fact revealed in Ref that in the energy

region of 150 - 300 keV the experinental cross-sections are 2-3X

higher than the ENDF/B-IV values.

Concerning the analysis of the cxpcrimantal data for determining

the averaged nuclear parancters (see e.g. !!ef̂  ), notice that the



results would be no re unambiguous if other experimental inf omation,

such as partial cross-sections, das taken into account. For such

a purpose the measurement of the radiative capture cross-sections

of U-238 has recently been initiated.

The authors would like to thank Drs. Nurzin A. B. and Litvinski

L. L. ( Kiev Institute of Nuclear Physics) for their kind cooperation

and fruitful discussions.We are grateful also *L. N. Chau and T. K.

Hai for the collaboration in setting-up the experimental facilities.

Table II

CoBparison of the total neutron cross-sections (in barns) of U-238

Energy This work

55 keV 13.31 * .11

144 keV 11.52 * .11

Ref.[3]

13.343 * .051

11.55 * .022

Ref.[6]

12.95 * .2

11.7 * .15

ENDF/B-IV

12.9

11.14
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Recoil proton spectrum

due to 54 keV neutron

764 keV from

He3(n,p)H3
Recoil proton spectrum

Fig. 2 • Total energy spectrum from recoil proton detector.

Fig. 5 • Neutron beam differential spectnun.



Fig. 4 Thickness dependence of the experimental cross-section
( l ) -55keV, (2)-144keV
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